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Outlook 2007 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Make scheduling and e-mail more efficient with Outlook
    

    Control your contacts, connect to podcasts and blogs, and team up with others    

    Outlook is a powerhouse for managing that mountain of e-mail, but do you know all the other things it can do? This book walks you through the cool...
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Embedded Systems Handbook (Industrial Information Technology)CRC Press, 2005
The purpose of the Embedded Systems Handbook is to provide a reference useful to a broad range of professionals and researchers from industry and academia involved in the evolution of concepts and technologies, as well as development and use of embedded systems and related technologies.

The book provides a comprehensive overview of the...
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Process Algebra for Parallel and Distributed Processing (Chapman & Hall / Crc Computational Science)CRC Press, 2008
Despite the importance of applications of process algebras for the success of the field, [related publications] concentrate strongly on the theoretical achievements. This shortcoming is compensated for in a splendid way by this book, which brings together the state of the art in research on applications of process algebras.  
—From the...
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Microsoft Office Outlook 2003 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2003
Master the fundamentals of Microsoft Office Outlook  2003. Includes easy-to-follow lessons and practice exercises to learn exactly  the tools and techniques you need.

Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to manage your  e-mail and personal information using Outlook 2003. With Step...
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How to Think About AlgorithmsCambridge University Press, 2008
There are many algorithm texts that provide lots of well-polished code and proofs of correctness. This book is not one of them. Instead, this book presents insights, notations, and analogies to help the novice describe and think about algorithms like an expert. By looking at both the big picture and easy step-by-step methods for developing...
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Theory and Practice of Algorithms in (Computer) Systems: First International ICST Conference, TAPAS 2011, Rome, ItalySpringer, 2011


	This volume contains the 25 papers presented at the First International ICST

	Conference on Theory and Practice of Algorithms in (Computer) Systems

	(TAPAS 2011), held in Rome during April 18-20 2011, including three papers

	by the distinguished invited speakers Shay Kutten, Kirk Pruhs and Paolo Santi.





	In light of...
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Scheduling: Theory, Algorithms, and SystemsSpringer, 2016

	This new edition provides an up-to-date coverage of important theoretical models in the scheduling literature as well as  significant scheduling problems that occur in the real world. It again includes supplementary  material in the form of  slide-shows from industry and movies that...
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Learning Reactive Programming With Java 8Packt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to use RxJava and its reactive Observables to build fast, concurrent, and powerful applications through detailed examples


	About This Book

	
		Learn about Java 8's lambdas and what reactive programming is all about, and how these aspects are utilized by RxJava
	
		Build fast and...
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Network Models and Optimization: Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm Approach (Decision Engineering)Springer, 2008
Network models are critical tools in business, management, science and industry. Network Models and Optimization: Multiobjective Genetic Algorithm Approach presents an insightful, comprehensive, and up-to-date treatment of multiple objective genetic algorithms to network optimization problems in many disciplines, such as engineering,...
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Extending DockerPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get the first book on the market that shows you how to extend the capabilities of Docker using plugins and third-party tools
	
		Master the skills of creating various plugins and integrating great tools in order to enhance the functionalities of Docker
	
		A practical and learning guide...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 Applications (MB2-868) Certification GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide on how to use and manage Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2011 that focuses on helping you to pass the Microsoft certification exam


	Overview

	
		Comprehensive step-by-step guide to help you prepare for the MB2-868 exam.
	
		Loaded with screenshots and key points to help you pass the...
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Handbook of Networks in Power Systems I (Energy Systems)Springer, 2012

	Energy has been an inevitable component of human lives for decades. Recent rapid developments in the area require analyzing energy systems not as independent components but rather as connected interdependent networks. The Handbook of Networks in Power Systems includes the state-of-the-art developments that occurred in the power systems...
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